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Light stimulates us and makes a significant
contribution to our health

 
It is also an integral part of architecture
whose internal and external structure,

building elements and materials place great
demands on light. 

 
Some of these demands can be met by

daylight, others can only be fulfilled with
artificial light. 

 
When artificial lighting is planned, the user's

needs must be given thorough
consideration, since we should all feel

comfortable in our surroundings and enjoy
and experience them. 

LIGHT





WE ARE FASCINATED
BY LIGHT

Good lighting means not only
fulfilling standards, but should be
the focus of attention. 
 
Light is what characterises our
work which covers all aspects of
architecture. Indoors and
outdoors, from residential and
office lighting to outdoor lighting
in public spaces. 
 
The use of light can be very
versatile and we at Enlightened
FX can help you to plan the
perfect light to suit your needs. 
 
We not only plan, design and
install, we can offer you expert
advice and support end to end.



ITS ALL ABOUT THE
DESIGN



 
Lighting is proven to be an essential factor to

enhancing your mood along with the aesthetics of
your property. 

 
We use a multi functional approach to fulfil this need
and our lighting systems are individually designed to

suite your needs. 
 

Our equipment have a multitude of functions and
once installed can be reprogrammed over and over

again without any costly rewiring. 
 

Our smart home systems understands that over the
years your family’s needs will change. The versatility

and future proofing of our installations allows our
systems to change as your needs do, with minimum

and often without NO disruption.

 
 

SMART SYSTEMS
 





 
 

These are just some of the functions you can expect
from an intelligent lighting system:

 
Lighting can be linked to alarm and smoke detectors

which aids easy exit and provide a second sensory
impulse for the elderly or the hard of hearing.

 
Our security lighting is programmed to recognise

natural movement in the wind. It then disassociates
this as a trigger stimulus minimising the annoyance 

of false alerts.
 

Our sensor detects light intensity and control the
lighting mood perfectly within your home

 
Timers/sensors can be programmed to turn your

lights on and off at chosen times of the day or even
when you enter the room. A great security feature.

INTELLIGENT
LIGHTING



FROM DESIGN TO
COMPLETION



DESIGN STAGE

Within the design stage we take
care to understand that your
environment would have already
gone through discussions with
your interior designer and that
technology needs to be
incorporated into your space.
However it does seem to damage
those sleek lines. 
 
Enlightened FX make
recommendations to incorporate a
more effective way to enjoy
entertainment all around your
home. 
 
We can replace all those intrusive,
decor-damaging entertainment
devices with a single whole-house
system, stored out of sight and
linked to every room through 
 ultra-discreet, stylish, control.





 
 

Art on the wall, bespoke furniture and fabric
walls can all be used to hide away your

technology and when needed they can appear
on demand.

 
 

You can experience the intuitive simplicity of
using your audio and video system as if it were

in the room, when it isn't! 
 
 

With a multi-room entertainment system from
Enlightened FX, you can love the system without

having to live with it.
 
 

This is where dreams come home!
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